Department of Physics, Eindhoven University of Technology, NL 5600 M-B Eindhoven, The Netherlands (Received 1 May 1989) %e suggest a new variational approach for quantum spin chains, based on the stochastic behavior of the quantization axes, which describes a chain in terms of a classical and a quantum contribution to the free energy. For an easy-plane ferromagnetic chain with the external field in the plane it reveals that the nonlinear excitations are predominantly described by the classical degrees of freedom. Hence it oITers a fundamental basis for the description of the elementary excitations of such systems in terms of classical solitons and quantum spin waves, as suggested by various experiments.
PACS numbers: 05.30.Ch, 75. 10.Hk, 75. 10.3m Considerable effort has been devoted to the theoretical description and experimental verification of the existence of nonlinear (soliton) excitations. In this area of research magnetic chain systems have played an important role. In particular, chain systems with an easyplane anisotropy, such as CsNiF3 and (C6H»NH3)- CuBr3, 2 which are subjected to a symmetry-breaking field, were found to be soliton bearing. Theoretically, the description of the nonlinear excitations is based on the mapping of the spin dynamics on that of a sine-Gordon model. Further research indicated that the interpretation of the thermodynamic properties of real systems in terms of the sine-Gordon model is generally far beyond the validity range of the mapping, since it asserts a large spin and an extreme easy-plane anisotropy. Several attempts have been made to relax these conditions. However, the extension of the sine-Gordon model, in which out-of-plane components are taken into account, predicts instabilities for a single nonlinear "in-plane" excitation.
On the other hand, the inclusion of quantum corrections seems to cancel the eff'ect of out-of-plane components. ' Moreover, attempts to include more than one soliton in such an approach are faced with the "theoretical" fact that the solitons go equidistant and form a lattice.
In this Letter we will present a variation approach for the quantum spin chain, which is based on '9 'S"'Vl = jcosO"jS"'+ -,
In the following we will treat the angles (O",p") as random variables (e",+"), since preliminary calcula- We will confine ourselves now to the case of easyplane anisotropy (AJ & 0, J, =0), in which the quantization axes can be restricted to the easy plane. For convenience we choose a 6 function 6(O"-z/2) as the probability density for all e"and the uniform distribution 9&" for p"; PN"(p") =p"/2x, with p"6 [ -z, +x].
This specific choice leads directly to the classical partition function of a discrete sine-Gordon system, if we limit the expansion of cos(p"-p"+~) to the first two terms.
The "classical" free energy F,~corresponds to the following sine-Gordon chain: 2gpgB ccs(y") J.
One should note that the present choice for the distribution 2@"implies that there is no a priori correlation between the quantization axes of the spins (high-temperature limit). However, the functional form of Eq. (6) is preserved if we include some correlations between the quantization axes by a bivariate Gaussian distribution. The corresponding free energy, characterizing the degrees of freedom of the quantization axes, which are re- The parameters for the modified quantum chain can now be interpreted: The averaged isotropic exchange interaction is given by J(cos(p"-p"+~)) and the in-plane field is modified by the average magnetization of the classical nonlinear excitations.
A few remarks seem to be appropriate: First, our (cos(P") =- 
